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To know more...

Upcoming QUALICheck events

Posted on 2016/05/31 by Maria Dimitropoulou

The following QUALICheck events have now been confirmed. Participation is free for all, but prior registration is required. Please click on the links for further information and to register.

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP | Performance of thermal insulation in low energy buildings and advanced building renovation projects

Thursday 15 December 2016, Brussels, Belgium

Further information and registration
QUALICHeCK source books and booklet:
Towards compliant and easily accessible EPC input data

How to get compliant and accessible data for the energy rating calculation of a building?
Overview of some existing approaches

François Durier (CETIAT, France)

Draft report for discussion with stakeholders, 30 October 2014 (A final report, including information from other experiences and feedback from stakeholders, is planned to be published in September 2015)

www.qualicheck-platform.eu

Towards improved quality of the works
Documented examples of existing situations regarding quality of works

Heike Erhorn-Kluttig, Hans Erhorn, Sarah Doster
(Praunhofer Institute for Building Physics, Germany)

Draft report for discussion with stakeholders, 30 October 2014 (A final report, including information from other experiences and feedback from stakeholders, is planned to be published in September 2015)

www.qualicheck-platform.eu

Compliant and accessible data
Quality of the works
Upcoming QUALICHeCK events

Posted on 2016/05/31 by Maria Dimitropoulou

The following QUALICHeCK events have now been confirmed. Participation is free for all, but prior registration is required. Please click on the links for further information and to register.

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP | Performance of thermal insulation in low energy buildings and advanced building renovation projects

Thursday 15 December 2016, Brussels, Belgium
FACT SHEET #24 | EPC database and control system for compliant EPC input data in Sweden
Posted on 2016/09/01 by Maria Dimitropoulou

The Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) database is a precondition for the implementation of an effective control system which is needed to ensure and enforce EPC compliance. This fact sheet describes the data entered in the Swedish EPC database, the automatic ... Continue reading →

Posted in Compliant and Easily Accessible EPC Input Data, Factsheets, Files | Tagged Renewables in multi-energy systems, Sweden, Transmission characteristics, Ventilation and airtightness

FACT SHEET #23 | Procedures for determining input data for the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) of existing residential buildings in Belgium
Posted on 2016/09/01 by Maria Dimitropoulou

The Energy Performance Certification system of existing residential buildings in Belgium includes clear procedures describing how the experts can determine the necessary input data. In general, these input data are directly observed in the building. For some data, this observation ... Continue reading →

Posted in Compliant and Easily Accessible EPC Input Data, Factsheets, Files | Tagged Belgium, Transmission characteristics

FACT SHEET #22 | Scheme of vocational qualifications in Cyprus “I have the qualifications. I certify!”
Posted on 2016/09/01 by Maria Dimitropoulou
QUALICHeCK Platform

• Ambition
  • To become the meeting point for European based organisations, associations and partnerships with a strong interest in quality of energy efficient building design, construction and renovation works, and energy efficiency compliance frameworks
Towards improved compliance and quality of the works for better performing buildings

EPBD Review – Elements for better compliance and quality of works

Better compliance and quality of the building works, in practice

EPBD perspectives for compliant and smart buildings

QUALICheck conferences Brussels

30 September 2014

4 September 2015

10 May 2016

21 February 2017
International QUALICHeCK workshops

- Ventilation and airtightness: LUND - 16-17 March 2015
- Sustainable summer comfort techniques: ATHENS – 9-10 March 2016
- Renewables in multi-energy systems: LYON – 17 January 2017
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